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For weeks I have struggled to write the perfect editorial - one which would com-
bine my thoughts, opinions and purpose, with those expressed by the authors whose
articles appear in this journal. With each draft I wrote, however, I was reminded of
the timeless energy and simplicity of the following poem, and I chose, instead, to
share those words with you.
- Sharon E. Kivowitz
A LOVER'S QUARREL WITH THE WORLD
We love this country.
And because we love it,
We pray for the courage to quarrel with it
As did the prophets of old,
And as do the people of conscience today.
Give us the courage to quarrel
With the worship of success and status,
With the belief that people are less precious than property,
And with the myth that in missiles there is real safety.
Give us the courage to quarrel
With the idolators who say.
'My country right or wrong
Instead of saying:
'My country - when it is right
My country to be made right
Whenever it is wrong'
Give us the courage to quarrel
With those who believe we can afford a journey to space
But who daim we cannot afford
To abolish poverty here on earth.
Give us the courage to quarrel
With a society that spends more on cosmetics
Than it does on charity,
More on cigarettes,
Than it does on cancer research.
Give us the courage to quarrel
With those who find it easier to condemn Communism
Than to practice the teachings of Democracy.
Give us the courage to quarrel
With those who dump surpluses
And who pay farmers not to plant
While human beings starve
Here and around the world.
Give us the courage to quarrel
With those who can appreciate the patriotism of a soldier
But who cannot understand the courage of a conscientious objector.
Give us the courage to quarrel
With all the forces within our society
That dehumanize, that profane, and that separate people.
But let our quarrelling not be destructive.
Let it be out of love, not envy.
Let it be in order to correct and improve -
Not just for the sake of tearing down.
Let us be counted among those
Who alleviate pain by sharing it.
Let us be counted among those
Who are not satisfied with the status quo -
But who yearn and work for a better world.
May we bring into this world
A bit more truth,
A bit more justice,
A bit more love,
Than there would have been if we had not loved the world enough to quarrel
with it -
Out of a vision of what it ought to be. Author Unknown
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